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Introduction of Temple and History 

Cundhi Gong Temple 準提宫 is a small, humble temple located at 13 Keong Saik Road, opened daily                 

from 7.30am to 5pm. The temple opened its doors on 2 July, 1928 (Lunar 5月15日) at its current                  

location and has not shifted since. It was first built to worship the 18-arm Cundhi Bodhisattva and was                  

an important place of prayer for the majies（妈姐) — women from the Guangdong province who took                

a vow of celibacy to work in Singapore as domestic workers (Koh, 2013). In the past, up to the 1970s,                    

the temple was only open to women, most of whom were majies, who commonly gathered at this                 

temple to pay respects to the Gods（拜拜). It was only soon after that the temple was open to men as                    

well.  

 

Nestled in the central area of Singapore, the temple lies in the midst of many office buildings and other                   

shophouses, many of which are occupied by modern cafes, bars and restaurants, a reflection of the                

mixture of modern and traditional elements in Singapore. The temple has a freehold lease and is built                 

on private land. The temple caretaker, an elderly woman named Madam Wan, belongs to the 4th                

generation of caretakers. The caretakers and shifus (师傅) have traditionally all been women — starting               

out with Madam Wan’s great-grandmother, followed by her grandmother, grand aunt, her mother, and              

then Madam Wan herself — as men were never known to take care of temples. The regular                 

temple-goers are mostly the elder Cantonese people, but the temple is open to people of all dialect                 

groups. Many of the current worshippers were past residents of the area who have since shifted out.                 

Initially, Cundhi Gong Temple was constructed as a branch for a former main temple at Upper Chin                 

Chew Street, which was known colloquially as Beancurd Street (豆腐街) due to the prominence of               

beancurd sellers along the street (Ratnala, 2003). However, it closed down when the street was removed                

in 1997 and Cundhi Gong then assumed the position of the main temple. In 1989, it became a part of                    

the Chinatown-Bukit Pasoh Conservation Area. The temple is a member of the Buddhist Association of               

Singapore and is affiliated to the well-known Kwan Im Thong Hood Cho Temple along Waterloo Street                

and they help each other with the running of the temple.  

 

Architecture and Cultural Artefacts  

With a total area of 400 square metres and a lack of a forecourt, it is significantly smaller compared to                    

many other temples. The temple is a two-storey building - the first storey is the temple itself, and                  

consists of a small private dining room on the left of the entrance. As visitors walk through the doors,                   

they will be greeted by a large statue of Guan Yin in the middle, coupled with two smaller altars on the                     

left and right of the room. Beside each altar hangs a pair of couplets. The second storey is the living                    

quarters of Madam Wan and her family, which consists of antiques like ancestral tablets and an altar for                  

the God they worship — Mother Yaochi. There exists an external courtyard (as seen in the layout in the                   

appendix) where the family hangs their laundry and displays plants and olden vats. 
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Cundhi Gong Temple is famous for a blend of Eastern and Western styles in terms of architecture. The                  

columns (Figure 1) in the temple are an obvious display of the European-style base with a Chinese-style                 

decorative placed above the column. Another example is the circular window found at the main               

entrance of the temple, displaying a mix of traditional and contemporary styles. Circular windows              

(Figure 2) are common in Chinese architecture, while the terrazzo-finish concrete frame of the window               

is not (Woo, 2017). There has been no major renovations since its opening, only restoration works such                 

as cleaning and repainting. The interior walls of the temple (Figure 3) were originally cemented but                

tiles were added about 50 years ago to save costs from constant repainting and to facilitate cleaning of                  

the temple walls, which are constantly covered with soot from the burning of incense. The ceiling,                

which is originally a peach colour, has to be repainted every six to seven years, as it transforms to a                    

dark brown shade as time passes. They also have a helper who sweeps the floor and wipes the walls.                   

The upkeep of the temple is funded by donations from worshippers when they replenish the oil used to                  

burn the candles (添油), which is dropped into a donation box near the entrance of the temple. It used to                    

be roughly 20 cents but prices have increased to one to two dollars, or even more. When asked if the                    

money is enough for their expenses, Madam Wan stated that they manage to survive and save money                 

through the food they consume. Since her family is vegetarian, there is no need to buy luxurious food                  

items such as meat or fish. Occasionally, some worshippers will donate fruits and vegetables as well.  

 

Some cultural artefacts consist of couplets and the three censers for each of the three altars in the main                   

room. Other artefacts include a donor plaque (Figure 4), which can be found in the left corner of the                   

temple from the entrance. Not only does it state the names of the donors who funded the building of the                    

temple, it also shows the date of when the temple opened. A mirror with the words ‘佛光普照’ hangs                  

above (Figure 5) the main door, which translates to ‘Buddha’s Grace illuminates all’. It was gifted to                 

the temple by Madam Wan’s grandaunt, who was a previous temple caretaker as mentioned earlier. A                

small bell (Figure 6) is located at the back of the temple, in a corner under the stairs. The bell was used                      

to inform the temple’s occupants regarding times of prayer and mealtimes. However, it is not used                

anymore. 

 

Gods and Deities 

Main God 

The main God in the temple is Guan Yin Goddess of Mercy. There are many variations in the image of                    

Guanyin. For example, in some buddhist temples and monasteries, Guanyin is depicted as a young man,                

seated gracefully, wearing Northern Song Buddhist Robes. When Guanyin is depicted as glancing or              

looking down, it symbolises that Guanyin is watching over the world, extending help to those in need.                 

In countries like China, Guanyin is portrayed as a young woman with a flowing white robe to symbolise                  
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purity. In this temple, Guanyin is depicted with many arms, which is more commonly known as the                 

Guanyin and the Thousand Arms. Guanyin and the Thousand Arms arose from the buddhist legend in                

which Guanyin had tried to help those in need, but had her two arms shattered. The buddha Amitabha                  

then gave her a thousand arms, so as to allow her to reach out to those in need. The pagoda of Guan Yin                       

in the temple was donated by one of the devotees about 89 years ago. 

 

Secondary Gods 

1) Guan Sheng Di Jun 关圣帝君 

On the left side of the temple, an altar is erected to worship the God Guan Sheng Di Jun (关圣帝君),                    

more commonly known as Guan Gong (关公), Guan Yu (关羽), or Guan Di (关帝). He was a general                  

serving under the warlord Liu Bei in the late Eastern Han Dynasty. Viewed by many businessmen as a                  

Wealth General, he symbolises loyalty within rankings, bravery in tumultuous times and is the God of                

War. As such, many worship him for righteousness and when they encounter problems in their               

businesses and  

 

2) Emperor Wenchang  

Also located on the left side of the temple, Emperor Wenchang is prayed to for success and                 

advancement in studies. He is the God of imperial exams, good fortune and reputation in literature. 

 

3) Lü Zǔ 

Lü Zǔ, or Lü Dong Bin, was a Tang Dynasty Scholar and poet, who became immortal and is                  

worshipped by Chinese Taoists for his healing powers. His pagoda lies on the right side of the temple. 

 

4) Dà Yuán Dì Zàng Pú Sà 地藏菩薩  

Dì Zàng directly translated means ‘Earth-Store’, due to his promise that he would not attain               

buddhahood should there be any suffering in hell. He is known for his vow to take care of those who                    

are suffering. Worshippers simply need to focus on his picture for a few seconds, then recite: “Namo Ti                  

Tsang Wang Pusa, Namo Ti Tsang Wang Pusa” with faith, in order for unselfish wishes to be granted. 

 

5) Tai Sui 

Also known as the Grand Duke of Jupiter, he is personified as 60 deities.  

 

Rites/Processions  

Given that Cundhi Gong Temple is a small temple, it has only three main rituals conducted every year                  

during the 2nd, 6th and 9th month of the Lunar calendar to celebrate the birthdays of the main and                   

secondary gods like Guan Yin and Wenchang. Unlike many other larger temples in Singapore, such as                
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the Thian Hock Keng Temple, they neither conduct any processions or large scale events like Xitai “戏                

台” nor do they have a spirit medium involved in the rites. The temple is usually quiet and tranquil,                   

except during the Chinese New Year period when most people participate in their prayers. Other rituals                

consist of small scale, closed door rites that are celebrated within the family, including the birthday of                 

Lü Zǔ, which falls on the 14th day of the 4th lunar month.   

 

The temple seems more like a private abode for the caretaker’s family as the second level of the temple                   

is a private living quarter for the family that is not open to public. It is separated from the main prayer                     

hall and the back of the temple by a metal gate. The second level is also where rituals usually begin.                    

The family will first pray to Mother Yaochi 瑤池金母 (Taoism) as well as the ancestral tablets that are                  

all located upstairs before heading down to the main hall to pray to the main deities. 

 

One important rite celebrated by the temple is praying to Tai Sui “太岁”. Tai Sui refers to the Grand                   

Commander of the Year whom the Chinese believe to be in charge of the world’s affairs for that year. It                    

is rotated annually and the Tai Sui has command over all other deities except the Jade Emperor                 

(Fengshuibestbuy, 2017). This is in relation to the Taoist zodiac system. Tai Sui is always located in the                  

same compass direction as the sign of the animal for the year. Thus, if the zodiac of the year happen to                     

fall in the same direction or in the diagonally opposite direction as Tai Sui, it is deemed to have                   

incurred his wrath and it forebodes misfortune for the rest of the year. Prayers have to be done to                   

appease him and avoid misfortune. This year, the zodiac animals for Cundhi Gong Temple (Figure 7)                

are the rooster, who lies in the same direction as Tai Sui in direct affliction, as well as the rabbit, who                     

lies diagonally opposite Taisui in direct conflict. Other zodiac animals like the horse and rabbit are                

considered indirectly conflicting Tai Sui. Hence, people of these 4 zodiac signs which clashes usually               

spend an entire month during the Chinese New Year praying at the temple in order to ensure good                  

health and luck for the year. From our interview, we discovered there are some temples that have                 

stopped this practice of praying to Tai Sui (“拜太岁”), including the Seng Wong Beo temple (城隍庙)                

at Tanjong Pagar. 

 

Lastly, an activity that happens often not only in Cundhi Gong temple but many others as well, is the                   

drawing of lots. Cundhi Gong has a figure of Lü Zǔ, known for his healing powers, in a big cabinet that                     

people pray to and ask for help in curing illnesses and blessings for good health. They will shake a                   

container containing medicinal lots until one falls out. The lot is then brought to Madam Wan who will                  

help to translate it into a list of instructions using a reference book (Figure 8) and chinese medicinal                  

shops can help to pick the correct corresponding herbs. There is also the Guan Yin Divination Lot                 

which is a method of fortune telling. The container with the lots numbered 1 to 100 is shaken until one                    

falls out. The lot is then taken to Madam Wan for translation. Having had decades of practice, she is an                    
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expert and is able to translate the lot drawn without reference to the book. Each number has different                  

interpretations, 1 being the best outcome and 100 being the worst. Most temples only offer up to lot 99                   

as the 100th lot is extremely dreadful. The translation for the lot will not even be written down in the                    

books. 

 

Reflection 

A common misconception: Are chinese temples only for the older generation? 

During our visit, we noticed a few groups of people coming to the temple to pray. Most were young                   

adults, who either came alone or with their parents. Madam Wan added that having the temple being                 

sandwiched between offices has its advantages, as even during the lunch hour, young adults drop by the                 

temple and spend a few minutes praying before heading back to work. This intensifies during the                

Chinese New Year period as more people visit the temple. This is a contrast to the usual belief that                   

Chinese temples and rituals are for the older generation and young people are either too lazy or too                  

apathetic to continue the tradition. In fact, they are quite well-versed in such areas. Also, the way they                  

naturally conducted their prayers and made their way around the temple seemed to demonstrate their               

prolonged exposure to such cultures, perhaps due to family upbringing and the environment they grew               

up in. That being said, despite our observations that young people do visit temples and follow                

traditional chinese rituals, it is not enough to substantiate their willingness to take over the management                

of temples. 

 

Uncertain future 

In usual situations, temples have to be combined or closed down due to the inability to renew a 30-year                   

lease. However, circumstances are different for Cundhi Gong as it is a freehold, privately owned               

temple. Yet, there is another cause for worry as Madam Wan is already 75 years old. When questioned                  

regarding the future of the temple in the next 10 to 20 years and whether there will be anyone to take                     

over the temple, there were only shrugged shoulders. Even her daughter said she could not give an                 

answer. Caretakers of the temples nowadays are usually the elderly with little plans of passing on the                 

management of the temples to their descendants. With no one to take the lead, there is a very high                   

chance that the temple will finally shut its doors after almost a century. This brings us to a larger                   

implication - that an increasing number of temples will meet their end, fading into oblivion should the                 

younger generation not step up to manage these temples.  
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Appendix 

Layout of Temple  

 

 

Figure 1: Columns with European-style base and Chinese-style decorative placed above 
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Figure 2: Circular window found at the main entrance of the temple 

 

Figure 3: Tiles were added to walls to facilitate cleaning 
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Figure 4: Plaque containing names of donors and opening date 

 

Figure 5: Mirror above the main door, gifted by Madam Wan’s grandaunt, the previous caretaker 
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Figure 6: Bell used for informing occupants of prayers and mealtimes 

 

 

Figure 7: Tai Sui for 2017 
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